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THE NAZI MYTH
CHAPTER I
DEATH OF A COUNTRY-BIRTH OF A MYTH

IT was after the first night of John Galsworthy's
moving and melancholy play justice in the Berlin
Deutsches Kuenstlertheater. Outside, snow lay on
the pavements and the virginal expanse of the Tiergarten was unsullied by a single footmark. In
here, in the scented, warm rooms the flower of
Germany's intelligentsia had gathered to celebrate
the . success of the English author. Writers and
critics, actors and beautiful ladies crowded the
spacious flat. Some were still under the influence
of the tragic experience, although Ernst Deutsch,
the brilliant young actor who had hurtled to death
in the last act, was calmly enjoying a sandwich and
a glass of beer and the spell of the footlights no longer
remained.
In the sudden lull of conversation I heard a sharp,
almost feminine, voice from the next room.
"Justice!" it cried a little petulantly. "These
mealy-mouthed foreigners think that if they present
a single case in the wrapping of some pretty words,
they can attain anything! We shall show the world
what justice is! A man's justice, not that of a few
:esthetic dreamers. Our philosophy is built on the
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triple foundation of honour, nationalism and social
equality! The Fuehrer. . . ."
.
.
The rest was lost in the hubbub of v01ces which
rose, shutting off the orator like a curtain from all
but his immediate neighbours. But I turned to <;>ur
host a brilliant stage manager, who was standing
nearby puffing at his cigar a litt~; nervously ~nd
uneasily. "Who was that man? I asked him.
"Oh that"-he waved the Corona Corona" a half-baked Baltic German. He used to be an
architect but now he spouts philosophy on the
slightest' provocation. And what a peculia~ philosophy! He is Adolf Hitler's pet sage and the intellect
behind the Nazis. I don't know how he got here,
I'm sure."
"What's his name?" I asked, still curious.
"Alfred Rosenberg. Not a very Aryan name,
is it?" and my host moved on with a sly smile~

old Hindenburg stalwartly upheld the traditions
of the Weimar Republic-even if he disliked it
cordially.
But we had to go along to the meeting, which
was just another event to be covered. We were a
little annoyed when we had to pay the entrance fee
like anybody else; a Dutch colleague of ours protested
hotly as he had no intention of swelling the warchest of the Nazis. But in the end he also parted
with fifty Pfennig and we took our places at th6'
table reserved for the foreign Press.
About ten thousand people crowded the huge
hall. The dais of the speakers was decorated with
huge swastika flags and a band played, very loudly,
martial and patriotic airs. Brownshirted ushers
patrolled the aisles, keeping a sharp look..out for any
hostile element. Most of the audience consisted of
workmen; there were a great many women and
even a sprinkling of children. It was like any other
Berlin crowd: jovial, indifferent, vulgar and patient.
The time set for the opening of the meeting was
long past, but the band went on playing. At last
someone appeared on the ros.trum and yelled that the
Fuehrer was having an important conference but
would arrive at any moment. This announcement
was repeated twice. At last, after expectation had
been raised to a certain pitch, Hitler appeared with
Goebbels and some other party leaders. The Brownshirts "heiled" him at the top of their voices, the
band's drums were rolling, the flags dipped-but the
audience was remarkably silent, almost stolid.
After a few introductory words by some Nazi
dignitary, Hitler began to speak. He did not speak,

*

*

*

Two years later, with some other foreign correspondents, we were invited to ~ great rally of the
Nazi Party in Berlin. By that time we had cabled
and typed out a considerable number of words
about the rise of Adolf Hitler. We remembered the
Munich Putsch, the mushroom growth of the brownshirts the constant bickering of the Vb'fkischer Beobachte~ with the left-wing papers, the hooligan fights
between Communists and Nazis in the north of
Berlin and all over the Reich. But, apart from a
few pessimistic souls, ~obody considered then: a
serious menace or a possible contestant for the ruling
power. Bruening was a well-liked Chancellor and
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he roared and screamed. He pounded the table,. he
got very red in the face-:-and we stared a~ him,
fascinated and amazed. His speech was a string of
nonsensical slogans; he mouthed the same words
over and over again:
.
"Glorious Germanv . . . the Communists . . .
our Fatherland . . . we must be united . . . our
enemies must be exterminated . . . the Jews . . .
Judrea must perish . . . the crime of Versailles . . .
work . . . honour. . . ."
It was a rigmarole of repetition. We felt :ike
Alice after having stepped through the lookmgglass. After all, we thought, this man had p~lled
eight hundred thousand votes at the last election;
and he could not even speak correct German!
His pugnacious words were utt~re~ in a v<?ice :vhich
still bore traces of the broad and 1ov1al Austrian dialect.
I rose and prepared to go when t~e Dutch journalist who had protested so hotly against the enforced
entrance fee, grasped my arm.
"Look l" he whispered.
I followed his glance and was almost stuJ?efied
at the change which had come over the audience.
The dull eyes gleamed, the faces were straineda great many cupped their ears ~o that they should
not lose a single one of the precious words. .There
was a breathless tension in their attitude-as if they
were people waiting for ~ome s':1preme. revela~ion
which would mean their ultimate bliss, their salvation.
I glanced again at the gesticulating, vocifetous figure
on the platform. It seemed impossible to find any
connection between him and these thousands who
were listening enraptured. There must be some-

9

thing in German mentality, I thought, which made
them susceptible to such a crude magic. Some adjustment in the receiving sets of their spiritual
mechanism which we foreigners lacked. They did
believe that they were the chosen people; that, as
the later song proclaimed: "To-day we own Germany,
to-morrow the whole world is ours." They accepted
meekly the doctrine that all Jews were arch-fiends
and that Russia was a country in which babies were
eaten alive.
Later, much later, Herr Doktor Goebbels must
have had considerable difficulty in removing this
deep-set conviction.
They really thought that Adolf Hitler was a
reincarnation of the legendary Siegfried 1 Frederick
the Great, Barbarossa and all the other heroes of the
German past. They were lost, damned-and I
felt a faint alarm. The Germany I knew and loved;
the Germany of Einstein and Thomas Mann, of
Reinhardt and Liebermann, of the many writers>
actors, scientists, philosophers I had admired in the
company of all Mankind-it seemed to be in terrible
danger. This mass hypnotizer, this dangerous mountebank-where would he lead the Germans if he were
given the opportunity?

*

*

*

And all through the subsequent dark years I
watched with the same alarm-grown almost to
horror-the death of a country and the birth of
a myth. Between the day of that Berlin meeting in
1929 up to July, 1939, I visited Germany almost
every year. I talked to Nazis and Jews, indifferent
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members of the middle class and strutting Junkers
who thought Hitler rather an impossi?le bounder
but felt that their hour had come agam. I spoke
to peasants and mechanics, in villages. and towns,
in the cool inns of the Black Forest and m the gabled
houses of lovely Nuremberg. Most of them were
bewildered inarticulate still under the same spell
.
as the workmen and their wives in the meetmghall.
But slowly one thing emerged.
Post-war Germany was dead. It had been killed
on that January morning when Hitler was designated
Chancellor by a broken-hearted and reluctant Hindenburg. All that it stood for was doomed. The
dream of a Europe in which the relations betw~en
nations would be based on mutual understandmg
had been turned into a nightmare of aggression and
brute force. These might be just catchwoi;ds, oft.en
repeated; but behind them there was the gnm reality
of Dachau and Buchenwald, of the Bloody Purge;
of the weeping woman in Prague whose right hand
was raised in a Nazi salute while the left clutched a
handkerchief over her streaming eyes; of the fairhaired little Austrian girl who told me that "Daddy
had gone away becau~e he .has become a Jew; but
Mummy is an Aryan, ; of mnumerable other small
memories and scenes.
Yet at the same time a new myth was born, a
myth doubly dangerous be~ause it emerged in our
own times. It was a confusmg and confused legend,
to some people less real than the heroes of Homer
or the exploits of the Cid.
It was the myth of the new, the Nazi G,ermany.

A myth of blood and race, having its origin in the
abstruse writings of forgotten philosophers. It was
the dangerous example of raw and untried ideas being
given completely free rein. Germany became the
outlaw, the lone wolf among the nations. Even
her so-called allies feared the bully. The myth was
created that Germanv was destined to lead the
world and that all other nations must cringe before
her. It was not the German people who evolved
this legendary conception. The people endured it,
although some of them were infected by the dim, yet
loud, braying of their self-appointed leaders. The
myth grew because it appealed to all that is the worst
in the Teutonic mind: the swagger, the superciliousness, the unbearable self-assertion, the crude brutality.
If a Viking went berserk he was a most dangerous
foe-but he never harmed himself. Germany
resembled a fanatic run amuck and as long as it was
possible the nations of Europe kept out of her way.
Then the myth began to spread.
How often has it been said by Hitler and his
satellites that the Nazi creed was something uniquely
German and could not be transplanted? As if a
stream of lava, of some poisonous fluid could be
stemmed! It was impossible to check it. The myth
overflowed into Austria, where successive governments had tried to create a happy and contented
people within the clipped frontiers. Few people
remember the bloody siege of the Vienna flat blocks
and the burning of the Palace of Justice; but behind
it there was the spreading of the myth of Blood and
Race. Hungary's Jews felt its scorching breath
when almost suicidal laws were introduced in the
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country of Kossuth. It was transplanted to America,
where the Ku-Klux-Klan received a new lease of
life, and the Bund tried to paint the swasti~a ov~r
the statue of Liberty. It had brief flowermgs m
several South American Republics where pocketFuehrers arose. Rumania's King Carol flirted with
it, but when the Iron Guard plotted against ~is life
he suppressed them vigorously. And thus 1t was
all over the world; for the virus could not· be isolated
and almost every country contracted the plague, in
a more or less virulent form.
The myth even invaded the democracies of
Europe. The "Hooded Men" of France had a
fair-sized arsenal and a perfect organization ready
for an armed rising and were caught at the very last
moment.
In Britain the effect was more psychological.
Up to March, 1939, many people had believed that
Nazi Germany's cause was just and that Hitler was
a man of goodwill, even if of somewhat unorthodox
methods. Ward Price described Goering as a person
whom "we British would call a white man." The
notorious "fifth column," the underground organizers
and propagandists, seemed to have done their work
well.
In March Hitler broke his word (not, by any
means, for the first time) and marched into Prague.
The situation was changed and so was the public
and not so public opinion of Great Britain. The
firm and blunt words spoken by Mr. Puff Cooper
in the House of Commons were echoed by general
sentiment. This was no ·man with whom any
pact could be made. In fact, from March, l 939, on,

war was inevitable between the democracies and
Nazidom.
Everybody knows that this war, so young yet,
is not being fought against the German people or
"Greater Germany." Tens of thousands of men
who were subjects-at least nominally-of the Third
Reich are now fighting against her or waiting for their
chances to do so. In fact, Mr. Chamberlain has
repeatedly stated that this was no national warbut a fight for ideas, for the very being of Mankind,
an existence under the conditions fitting the twentieth
century. Germany has put the clock back-or at
least her Nazi rulers have-in some instances as far
as the Middle Ages or the dim, legendary times of
Wotan. This war is certainly unique, for the democracies have no territorial expectations, no economic
considerations in the whole affair. A system has to
be exterminated because it threatens the foundations
of all that democracy stands for. A myth has to be
"liquidated "-to use a favourite terminology of the
totalitarian States-because it is befogging the minds
and souls of people all over the world.
What is this myth? What are the fundamental
ideas of Nazidom? And how does reality respond
to these ideas, to this myth? In other words: What
is the difference, the gulf, between the doctrines
proffered by the Nazi Movement and their practical
realization? These are the main questions which
this little book attempts to answer by means of
concrete examples.
In a recent broadcast Harold Nicolson, M.P.,
explained the main faults of the German people,
expressing at the same time his deep admiration for
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all their achievements in the field of science, art,
lit~rature ai:d philosophy. It was their quality, he
said, of letting themselves be led by men unworthy
?f themselves; by following self-styled prophets
into any calamity. And Count Ferdinand Czernin
adds in his book "Europe, Going, Going, Gone!"
these witty lines:
"The Germans will always mind terribly
what foreigners think about their country, for
they are full of inferiority complexes. Lately
they have learnt to get rid of many of them
by marching, singing and imagining that other
people are afraid.
"The Germans get their strength through
joy. As they enjoy goose-stepping and being
ordered about, that is where they get their
strength from.
"The Germans are terribly efficient, so
efficient that they can even combine being
very intelligent with being terribly stupid. Which
is more than any other nation has so far
achieved."
There is bitter truth behind these jesting lines.
The birth and growth of the Nazi myth would have
been impossible in any other country. Whether
this is a cause for contempt or pity remains to be
seen.

ganda, social conditions and the status of workers,
anti-Semitism and the Aryan theory-all these are
tainted by it or sprung from it. There is no walk
of German life in which we cannot find its traces.
It is more than difficult to follow all its implications and to reduce it to its fundamental principles.
It is wrapped in an overdose of ten-syllable words
and sophistry. And yet to know it is to understand
the strange phenomenon of the "Reich der Unfreiheit"
(Country of No Liberty), which name Nazi Germany
deserves so richly.

*

*

*

Another strange thing about this myth is that it
has spread its tentacles into every manifestation of
German life. Religion, the church, economic policy,
the relation of women and men, the means of propa-
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CHAPTER II
THE NAZI GODS

Nu~ERG was plastered with huge posters.
Goering's ~~ogan of_ "guns are more important

th~n butter was being hammered into the easygoing Franks. That was probably the reason why
we had to go into four shops before we could get a
glass of milk. Perhaps it would have been better
to ask for a machine-gun. . . .
The Stuermer was, of course everywhere
prominently di~played. Every other' male member
of the population wore some sort of a uniform.
Pe?ple had ~n air of hurrying somewhere without
quite knowing :where" they. were going. Shops
were marked plamly: Das 1st ein deutsches Geschaeft" (~his. is. a .German firm), while those who
lacked this distinct10n were the Jewish enterprises.
Even so there was still a big jeweller and a shop
for ready-made clothes in the main square with
unmistakably Jewish names.
A comic paper which followed-and followsthe .same principles as Der Stuermer, was featuring
on its front page a revolting cartoon. A monk
was standing on a table; his habit had a zipf~stener in front which he was pulling up well over
his knees. A few other monks were gaping at him,
16

while the caption ran: "Das ist die letzte Mode!"
(This is the newest fashion!) For Streicher, the
loudest and most nauseating of Nazi publicists, was
battling not only against the Jews but against all
creeds and churches. Here in Nuremberg the crazy
concoction of Ludendorff and his wife, the so-called
"Wotanist" religion, had one of its centres. A
special book-shop displayed anti-Christian pamphlets
and books. It was significant of the methods that
the centre of the display was a book containing
selections of Roman authors of the first century.
It seemed that the lies which the suave Latins had
collected almost two thousand years ago were still
considered good enough to serve as arguments against
Christendom. Did not those Roman writers say
that the early Christians drank the blood of children
at their "love-meals" and practised dark cults in the
catacombs? That they were Communists and shared
their women just as they shared their goods?
Streicher's city and the whole of Nazi Germany was
willing to believe such things-at least the ancient,
hoary slander was offered to them openly.

*

*

*

It was General Ludendorff who started it.
Of all the military leaders of the defeated Germany
it was he who took it the hardest. He did not see
the causes of this defeat, the superior strength of the
Allies, the diplomatic blunders which the Kaiser
and his associates made, the sheer weariness of the
people. He declared that the victory of Britain and
France was due to the dark machinations of Roman
Catholicism, the Jesuits, Freemasonry and Socialists ~

2-t
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He seemed to think that all these "forces" combined
to bring about the downfall of Germany. During
the nineteenth century there had been a strong anticlerical movement in the country and Ludendorff
availed himself of its long obsolete weapons. He
founded a publishing firm and a review with the highfalutin title: The Sacred Sources of German Strength.
The publishing firm flooded the country with antiChristian propaganda books-the most obnoxious
one written by Mathilda Ludendorff, a doctor who
had strong Buddhist leanings. Its title was nothing
if not clear: "Away with Christ!" Pamphlets and
postcards, posters and pictures were prepared, all of
anti-Christian propaganda.
Then came Herr Rosenberg who, in I 934, had
been "entrusted by the Fuehrer with the intellectual
formation of the Party." This Baltic architect had
the choice of becoming either a Bolshevik or a Nazi
and chose the latter course-some years later it
turned out that there was no difference anyhow.
He started his propaganda against Bolshevism in
Munich, met Hitler, became his intimate friend. He
wrote the "Bible" of racial paganism, the religious
myth of Nazi Germany. Significantly, its title was
"The Myth of the Twentieth Century," and up to
date it has reached fifty editions. No doubt its
circulation was helped by the fact that almost every
Party member and many others in State employ
had to buy it. Rosenberg also became director of
the Volkischer Beobachter, and founded the cultural
review of the Nazis. He indulges in the role of
cultural dictator and philosophical leader. Professor
Mario Bendiscioli, who is the greatest Italian authority

on the Nazi Nee-Paganism, characterizes Rosenberg
brilliantly. The professor, who still lives and teaches
in Italy, writes: "A man obsessed by politics and by
his own enthusiasms and aversions, he sees all things
in functions of politics, in function of the daily
struggle between the parties for supremacy in the
State; and therefore religious and philosophical
doctrines are considered by him as an ideological
transfiguration of political parties and their ambition.
Hence this repudiation of the traditional logic and
his exclusive reliance upon sentiment and intuition
as organs of truth. He derives his racialist theory
from his own exaggerated race-consciousness, combined with an ill-digested knowledge culled from
encyclopredias, asserting the need for a German
religion and a German Church to provide the
theological and ecclesiastical counterpart to the
unity of the race and the unity of the Reich."
There are, of course, other men who helped to
evolve the fantastic conceptions of a Nazi God and
religion. The two leading "theologians" of the
new paganism are men called Hauer and Bergmann.
Hauer began life as a labourer, became a missionary,
studied Hindooism in India and ended up by becoming
professor of religious history at Tuebingen. He
was one of the first who proclaimed that German
faith must represent a religious counterpart of the
Nazi ideology; that it should become a third official
religion.
Bergmann is a lecturer in philosophy at Leipzig.
At first he introduced Freud's theories into his philosophic system, being less squeamish about using the
ideas of a Jew at the time. But when Hitler came

20
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to power, he became the champion of a racial religion
of a Nat~onal German Church. It was Bergman~
who published a Catechism of the new Faith entitled·
"The 25 Theses of the German Religion"' (1934):
"!n7oherent and undigested farrago," Prcfessor
Bend1sc10li characterizes this strange literary effort,
"of mystical philosophy, fashionable idealism and
equi~ocal scientific clap-trap. . . . It gives the impression of an accumulation of sonorous words
collected from different doctrines and sciences so
that ~veryone may be able to find his own sl~gan
therein and thus be led to give his adherence to the
system." B~rgmann later quarrelled with Hauer
and was evicted from the German Faith Movement which the latter founded; but he is still
one o_f the most dangerous propagandists of racial
paganism.
.
As for the lesser fry in this unique company,
there are also a .gr~at many. Wirth, the historian,
Stammler, the 1unst, ~andel (also a historian),
Guenther, the .ethnolog1st--and then the political
~eaders of Nazi Germany, who all like to dabble
in more or less occult philosophy and religion.
Darre, the Minister of Agriculture, Ley, of the Strength
through Joy, Baldur von Schirach, the Hitler Youth
Leader, and many others.
On March 23, 1933, Adolf Hitler declared that the
churches are "most important factors in the preservation of the German people." Germany has
concluded a Concordat with the Vatican. All
thi~ made the political ~ea~ers at least wary of voicing
~he1~ neo-paga1:1 convictions. But the Nazi myth
ts directed against all churches and has proved in
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action how little pacts and promises are worth with
the Nazi leaders.

*

*

*

What, then, is the theory which all these people
proclaim; what is the religion of Nazi Germany?
The dogmas are simple. It is in ourselves and
especially in our blood-whose purity is so allimportant-that God dwells. We must be faithful
to this god, obedient to the "law of blood." For
this law moulds the soul, the character and the
nature of human beings. All our sentiments, thoughts
and desires must serve our race. God is merely
"a moral idea which we attribute to the eternal
force of nature" (Bergmann). The universe is
also identified with God, thus resurrecting the ancient
fallacy of pantheism. It is also a return to the idea
of an inexorable and predetermined Fate which
excludes any freedom of God's children. Nazis
deny brutally the spirituality of man and the unity
of Mankind. They want to turn men into slaves,
separating the earth into watertight compartments,
introducing the disastrous caste system of India in
place of any international co-operation or spirit.
As the Nazi myth of religion is based on the
confused and easily refutable theory of "Nordic
superiority" and "Aryan supremacy," its followers
carefully avoid any objective investigation. Their
new Weltanschauung combines "the naturalistic theory
of heredity with an idealism which regards intuition
as the sole creator of truth and reality." They have
also borrowed Hegel's historical interpretation, according to which our actions and thoughts in the present
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are ~etermined b y he past. The history of the
race mcludes all · osophy, politics and religion
of the present.
That is the reasan: why the Nazi myth of r~ligion
fosters hatred oE Ottistianity because the faith of
Christ is univers a They call it "Hebraic" and
« alien." On the iother hand, these muddle-headed
pseudo-philosophe ri uy to reach a typically German
trut~, a .morality and eligious sentime~t ~re~ from all
foreign ideology. "In this way," Bendiscioli remarks,
c<it is. hoped to fill aR fair, blue-eyed Aryans with the
consciousness of this ineffable German truth, so
that they may see i social institutions in its light."
They want to ieform the Church and make it
conform to racial aspirations. They accuse Catholicism of being ' "' degenerate" and "alien." They
attack the Luthe.ran and Reformed Protestantism
because it believe s in the God-Man Jesus Christ
and in the neces siry of His mission. Rosenberg
and Ludendorff, H aun and Bergmann accuse Christianity as an unconsciaos tool of the Jewish "Messianic
imperialism," whatever this sonorous expression may
tnean.
Nazism is m o re destructive than constructive;
and in religion t h e myth has tried to build but
little. The dogma s which it has evolved embrace
the self-redemption of man; an ethical creed of
national welfare in place of the salvation of the
individual; the heroicmorality of the German religion
"which is founded upon the three ancient Germanic
virtues of courage, irhivalry and loyalty, all three
springing from h o nour" (Bergmann); exaggerated
emphasis upon t h e active virtues; the national

character of the Church and of the liturgy in which
the worship of these dogmas is expresse?.
Going several steps fu~t~er, the Nazi myth .of
religion demands the abolmon of th~ ~erem~mes
which Christianity evolved for sanc.tifyi1:1g bi~th,
marriage and burial. The new paganism is agamst
the font the altar the consecrated preacher. Instead
there is' the salutlng of dawn, cremation-borrowed
from the Zoroastrian cult of the Parsees-German
marriage, sun and fire-worship. They . steal the
music of Wagner and Beethoven ~d prostlt~t~ these
works of German genius for their own ridiculous
and often obscene uses.

*

*

*

And what are the practical, the actual consequences of the Nazi religious myth? ~n the first
place a merciless persecution of all the valiant churchmen who-worthy of the ancient . ~artyrs-h~ve
dared to uphold the tra?itions of Chnstiamty agaillst
the uncouth neo-pagamsm.
.
In 19 35 a systematic war began agaillst t~e
Roman Catholic orders. Regular and sec.ular ecclesiastics and nuns were arrested and tried, mostly
under the pretext that they had been trying . to
smuggle currency out of the country or were dea~mg
illegally in foreign exchanges. If a ~un who certaill~Y
did not know all the obscure, contradictory and chaotic
decrees had a ten-mark note in her pitiful little
purse left Germany, she and her ord~r :vere
accused of diabolical intrigues and machm~tlo~s.
Every time a crushing fine was imposed, which ill
most cases led to the confiscation of the monastery's
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or cloister's possessions. Hundreds of monks and
nuns became homeless bereft of all worldly goods.
Then a number of triais were staged with the aim of
discrediting and humiliating the sai:ne religi~:ms orde_rs.
Various people were accused of 1mmorahty, sp~C1£
cally of homosexuality. The sentences, and especially
the acquittals, were kept secret and thu~ served to
create an indignation agai_n~t representatives of t.he
Catholic Church without givmg them an opporturuty
to clear themselves of mostly unjust charges.
When Cardinal Bertram of Breslau made a declaration which emphasized the splendid recor~ of the
religious orders-many of them were runrung huge
charity organizations--and asked for a c~lm and
dispassionate judgment on the alleged ~rimes, . he
was forced to make a second statement w1thdrawmg
the points he had made in the .£rst. At the same
time the existence of the Catholic Press-the oldest
daily, the Augsburger Zeitung, had already ~olunta.rily
ceased publication-was made almost 1mposs1ble
and a propaganda c~mpaign start~d again~t ~he
great Caritas, the most important charity orgaruzation
of German Catholics. In the end the latter had to
merge with the so-called Winterhilje and was forced
.
to help to swell the. party funds of ~he ~azis.
In 1934 Mussolini wrote an article In the Figaro
in which he said, among other thi~gs: "A fight aga~nst
religion is a fight against the 1mpall?able--aga1?-~t
the intangible; it is open warfar~ afSainst the spmt
in its most profound and most s1gruficant force and
it is by this time fully proved that the weapons at
the disposal of the State, no matter how sharp they
may be, are powerless to inflict any mortal blows

on the Church which--and by the Church I mean
especially the Catholic Church-emerges invariably
triumphant after engaging in the most bitter conflicts. When a nation goes to war, for examp~e,
it £nds itself face to face with a concrete material
entity, an entity capable of being attacked,. shattered,
mutilated and transformed; but when mstead of
such a material entity, the adversary is a religion,
it is impossible to take a de£nite and precise aim at
any target. The passive resistance on the part
of the priests and of the faithful is sufficient to
frustrate the most violent attacks by a State."
The head of the Fascist State seemed to realize
clearly the spiritual strength and eternal resisting power
of the Church, whether Catholic or Protestant. But
his Axis-partner seemed to be unable to grasp this
fundamental reality.
On the Protestant side the most flagrant case
was that of Pastor Niemoller of Berlin-Dahlem,
Niemoller was an ex-naval officer, a famous submarine commander who had fought in the war in
constant danger of his life and had a great many
daring, even heroic, exploits to his credit. (At the
same time Hitler was a company runner, in most
cases out of the range of enemy fire; the Fuehrer's
Iron Cross was given to him by his political ally
Ludendorff after the war and for a wholly legendary
action.) He became the leading spirit of the Protestant opposition against the Nazis which was called
the Confessional Front.
His prestige and his great personal achieve:nen~s
made even the mad dogs of the Gestapo wary m his
case. They tried first "gentle" persuasion, making
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several unsuccessful attempts to enrol Niemoller in
their ranks, or at least make him "hold his tongue."
But when they failed in February, 1938, he was
prosecuted under the most serious charge of plotting
against the State. His last address, which had been
under the heading: "We must obey God before
men," was alleged to be an attack on the Nazi State
-or on the Nazi Myth.
He was acquitted on the main charge, but a
fine and a few months' imprisonment were imposed
on him; the latter he had already served under "protective arrest." Therefore he was set free-only to
be arrested at once by the Gestapo and taken to a
concentration camp. In vain the venerable Mackensen intervened on his behalf, leading army officers
and diplomats pleaded unsuccessfully. By Christm~s,
193 7, two hundred and fifty Protestant pastors were m
prison or concentration ~amp bc;cause ~h~y upheld
their creed and shared Niemoller s convictions . . . .
Both in the ranks of Catholic and Protestant
priests there were fearless champions of their respective creeds. And all of them suffered. There was
Bishop Sproll, whom the Nazis expelled from his
See in August, 1938, because he refused to take
part in the "plebiscite" which was to ratify the
Anschluss of Austria and the nomination of the
new Reichstag. Cardinal Innitzer's residence was
attacked on October 9th, 1938, and a horde of
vandals almost wrecked his home; the great Austrian
prelate was accused of trying to revive political
Catholicism. Pious Bavaria must have felt deeply
humiliated when the palace of its beloved Cardinal
Faulhaber was broken into in November, 1938, by
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a band of hooligans. The Cardinal was also charged
with anti-Nazi tendencies; but what the real charge
was, only the Gestapo knew: his adherence to the
teachings of Christ, his loyalty to the pr~sent-day
head of his church. Then there was the rrunor war
waged between Rosenbe~g, . the ~alf-baked poet of
Nazi "Kultur," and the digrufied Bishop of Muens~er.
The latter protested gently against Rosenberg holdmg
an anti-Christian meeting in his diocese, w:hereupon
Frick the Reich 11inister of Interior, sent him a rude
reply: The meeting was held and Rosenberg openly
demanded the arrest of the Bishop; only the open
demonstration of loyalty which the Catholics of
Muenster staged and which promised a fair-sized
revolt deterred the Gestapo from carrying out
Rosenberg's demand.
. .
.
When Kerrl, Minister of Ecclesiast1cal Affairs,
made the payments of stipends contingent on loyalty
to the Nazi regime; when Dr. Jaeger ordered the
swastika to be flown from all churches; when German
bishops were blamed s.ha~ply for .Cardinal Mundelein's (Chicago) denunciation of. H~tler; when m<;>re
and more trials against ecclesiastics were earned
out in a spirit of venom and cruel sentence~ were
imposed-it seemed to ~e clear ~h~t ~he Nazi Myth
.
was engaged in war agamst Chns_uaruty.
This war is still going on, and 111 the final analysis
it will contribute greatly to the inevitable downfall
of the Nazi regime. For "whoever fights the
Church fights Christ, and against .Him n?body can
be triumphant," as Thomas Aqumas .sai~.
In the meantime there are other terntones of the
Nazi Myth which we must explore.

NAZI FINANCE

CHAPTER III
NAZI FINANCE

FRAu HoLZSTANGL, my esteemed landlady, prepared
for her shopping expedition. This was in 1922 and
the district was the highly respectable Uhlandst;asse.
. Frau Holzstangl carried a raffia bag which was
quite full. It seemed to be heavy-and in any
other country or in any other year the rotund landlady would h~ve been accompanied by armed guards.
For she carried about three million marks-almost
five and. sixp~nce-in her bag. This was the merry
age of infla~ion, when but~hers priced their joints
and cutlets in dollars, and if one set out with five
~lli_ards of paper money in the morning by noon
1t might turn out that a box of matches cost six.
To-day there is the same inflation in Nazi Germany
-but as the State is totalitarian Frau Holzstangl
- I hope she is alive, the good soul !-does not have
to c:irry a bagful of money. On the contrary, as
she is unable to spend her housekeeping money on
account of ~he shortage of goods, the amount she is
unable to fling away on such luxuries as butter and
potatoes is taken away by an all-provident government.
At the sa~e time Hungarian and Jugoslav peasants
are faced with the pleasant prospect of being able
to sport monocles and to play their native airs on
German-made mouth-organs. This is the direct
28

consequence of Nazi Germany's barter trade. Money
is scarce and plentiful at the same time; the gold
reserve of the Reichsbank is either non-existent
or at least kept a very careful secret-so the SouthEuropean farmer must accept typewriters, cameras
and telescopes in exchange of his wheat and cattle.
It is more than interesting to trace briefly the
economic evolution of Nazi Germany for it carries
the seeds of her political actions. Whether he
acknowledged it or not, Hitler was often motivated
by economic necessities. And here we do not
think of the raw materials which he acquired by
robbing Austria, Czechoslovakia and Memel of their
independence; nor do we consider the myth of the
"living space," for according to reliable statisticians
there is still no overcrowding on German territory
and huge districts are still open for settlement.
But it is an undebated fact that the main grip of the
Nazis on the German people lies in the circumstance
of supplying employment. There are no unemployed in the Third Reich, was the proud boast of
the Nazi leaders.
Apart from the hundreds of thousands of parasites
who strut in the uniform of the S.S. and S.A.; apart
from the tens of thousands of minor petty officials
of the Party, the main employment which Hitler
gave his people was in the frame of the mad rearmament race he had started. About six million
workmen were and are emplqyed in the factories

of Death.

But you cannot go on piling up arms indefinitely.
They must be used sooner or later so that new supplies
can be manufactured and workmen kept busyeven if they only earn starvation wages and are
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li~tle better. than slaves. If Hitler had stopped
his preparations for war, the factories would have
been closed down. Six million unemployed would
have been let loose and a revolution could hardly
have been avoided. But in this way workers were
not only kept busy but concentrated in areas where
the Gestapo could easily keep an eye on them.
That was one of the reasons-and perhaps one
of the most important causes-of Germany going to
war. For a dictator can never stop or look back-a
totalitarian state can never be stationary. This is the
fate and the death sentence of Hitler and his regime.

ness, Hitler told Goebbels: "Would to God we had
never heard of those wretched 2 5 Points."
For these points-even if nobody took them
seriously, least of all Hitler-made the capitalists,
the big industrialists and all the potential supporters
of the Nazis wary. They sounded like Communism.
They were hardly counteracted by the emphasis
laid upon national unity and anti-Semitism. It
took Hitler years to convince the barons of money
that he was anything but a radical man. Even then
the "fox," Hugenberg, allied himself with the
obscure politician in the hope of riding on his
shoulders to power. (He realized his mistake too late.)
But it was not until December, 1930, that Hitler
was accepted as the white hope of big capital and
industry. And then it was Dr. Hjalmar Schacht,
of the choker collar and the pince-nez, who created
the necessary connections. The suave "financial
wizard" resigned after the completion of the Young
Plan. He opened up new sources of money to the
Nazis at the big banks. It was in return that Hitler
expunged the "smashing of the interest thraldom"
from the dogmas of the Nazi myth. Schacht even
supplied Hitler with a tutor in economics-a commercial editor and satellite of heavy industry . . .
Dr. Walther Funk. It is significant that Herr
Funk is now Minister of Finance of the Third Reich.

*

*

*

Many people wonder how the "socialist" word
got into the name of the Nazi Party and what it
means. Its origins are certainly obscure. They
go back to 1919 when Adolf Hitler, ex-corporal of
the Bavarian Army, became an informer, a common
stool-pigeon of the reactionary Reichswehr at Munich.
Here he met Gottfried Feder, who expounded a
theory of the thraldom of interest to whomsoever was
willing to listen to it. Feder differentiated between
capital created by labour and capital which increased
bJ: int~rest. The illogical and o?scure theory caught
Hitler s fancy and thus he got into touch with the
"German Workers' Party," which grew into the
monster of Nazidom.
When the Party programme was drawn up in
1919, it included the "destruction of the thraldom
of interest," the acquisition of the Trusts by the
State and the participation by the workers in the
profits of the big industries.
Eleven years later, in. a sudden burst of frank-

*

*

*

When the Nazis came to power it soon became
evident that they were no better able to work miracles
than the Weimar Republic-or even less. For
their political and military aims imposed at once
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a t~rrific strai~ on . the resources of the country.
Their econotn1c policy was a _double impossibility.
They wanted to export the maximum and import the
minimum. For their exports they wanted the best
currency: dollars and pounds, Swiss. francs and
Dutch guilders; while for their imports they wanted
to pay in barter. On one side they wanted to make
the country autochthonous-this was the main aim
of the F~ur-Year Plan-on the other they wanted to
compete in world commerce with highly unorthodox
methods. Tenders for government contracts were
contested all over the world by Germany. The
Gestapo sent to over~eas countries its agents, who
stole the offers subtn1tted by other companies and
thus enabled their own, often masked firms to underbid_ them heavi!Y· '_fh_e scandal of the 'Opel car,
:vhich was sold in Britain at half the price demanded
in Ger.many, was only one small item in this strange
campaign.
Now t~ere is no . country in this modern world
of ?urs which can exist without taking part in international trade. The last such experiment was made
by Paraguay's . sinister Dr. Francia in the middle of
the last century; an~ he succeeded in ruining his
cou~try for a long time. Germany tried the same
tactics and. the res.ult was the "guns or butter" slogan,
the peace-time ration card, the indescribable muddle of
the German railways and all the subsequent calamities.
"Debtor takes all," was the well-chosen title of
an artic_le which ~aul Einzi&, the excellent young
econo~st, wrote in a~ Amer:can magazine. When
th~ policy of self-sufficiency failed this was the second
string to Nazi Germany's bow. Germany bought

on credit-wheat, iron ore, cattle-whatever she
could get from countries which had an adverse
export balance. But when it came to payment, she
forced the s7lf-sam: countries to accept the surplus
of her own industries, the cameras and typewriters,
~outh-organs and spectacles we have already mentioned. . They had to take them or forego their claims.
And with German merchandise German political
proi:aganda came, creating disturbances in Jugoslavia, Hungary, Rumania-aiming at economic
penetration and dislodging the normal economic
relations of all these countries.
. Inside Germany all these desperate attempts to
build up an army, to create the most efficient martial
organization in the world to acquire the vitally
necessary raw materials and at the same time avoid
complete starvation, created strange results. On
August 29th, 1939, for instance, new rationing regulations were brought into force. These embraced
a great many hitherto untouched commodities.
Germans were expected to use the same shavingstick f?r five months; toilet soap was to be reserved
for children under two and for those "in unavoidably dirty occupations." The rest of the people
:were t.old not to get dirty unnecessarily. Thus,
1f a child of three wanted to play in the sand, or a
householder desired to fix his chimney he had to
wash himself with. water-minus soap.'
At the same time not even the terrific levies
den_ianded from the Jews, the moneys extorted from
\:apital, could counteract the constant drain which
the. Third Reich. suffered by losing so many of her
businessmen. Sir Samuel Hoare stated in the House
2-§
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of Commons that eleven thousand refugees from
Germany had been the direct cause of giving employment to r 5,ooo British workmen; in Holland, more
than ten thousand unemployed workers have been
provided with jobs and three . hundred industrial
undertakings ~pened by refugees s111:c~ I 93~. -~'\.l~hough
these losses mlght seem to be negligible md1v1dually,
they mounted up to a most impressive total.
"Synthetic living" became general in Germany
long before the outbreak of the present war. Nothing
must be wasted. Paper, toothpaste tubes, rags,
articles made of copper, nickel, tin, aluminium, lead,
etc., iron and steel scraps, waste-paper, rabbit skins,
bottles, bones-all must be saved. There is no
rubber in women's garters; children can have no toy
balloons.
As for food, butter, and other fats could be
procured from the end of i937 on.ly from a regular
supplier. The weekly rations of butter were half a
pound (but synthetic butter, not pure), and half a
pound of margarine. Ersatz margarine was made
of fats extracted from wood; they tried it first in the
concentration camps and then released it for the
general public. Wheat fl.our must be mixed with
potato fl.our, corn and wood fibre. Clothes are
made of wood, subject to a shrinkage of at least
twenty per cent. Woollen goods are unprocurable;
shorter skirts for women introduced-by law. To
make horse-meat more palatable, German housewives are told "ancient Teutons regarded horse-meat
as a special delicacy; it was an old cultural custom."
This "cultural custom" cost the life of I 2 5,ooo horses
in one year. Even stage magicians are forbidden

to use eggs, milk or other eatables in their performances. Barbers must collect men's hair, which is
used in making carpets and roofing felt. Horse
chestnuts are converted into oil and fat. Low-grade
ore must be exploited in all mines, even if it is
"temporarily" uneconomic, as Goering put it. ·
At the same time every way is tried to produce
synthetic products for practically everything. German
chemists succeeded in creating artificial rubber-the
only snag being that it costs five or six times more
than the natural product.
In April, 1938, Germany was forty million pounds
behind in its normal supply of raw materials necessary
to keep its factories operating. This, in spite of
the villainous institution of blocked marks which
made it impossible for any foreigner or foreign firm
to export the money earned in Germany. An oil
company had to accept forty million mouth-organs
(a favourite export article, it seems); a film company,
a live hippopotamus; a machinery factory, two
hundred thousand live canaries I
General standard of life is lowered, subsistence
costs increased, resources in raw materials, food
and financial reserves depleted-all by the Nazi
myth of economy. But of course if the army requires
something, cash is found at once I
Capital had supported the Nazi movement almost
from its beginnings. Of course money alone would
not have been enough. Many charges were made
against Hitler in connection with his financial supplies,
but the Fuehrer proved that without him the German
capitalists could not have attained certain aims.
Nor-to add it in the same breath-would they
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have been swallowed up by the maw of the Nazi
Partr:, which broke those who had helped it to power
mercilessly and systematically. Instincts, irrational
mob strength have always played a great part in
politics, but nobody ever discovered the way to use
their power in a wholly reasonable way. And this
is the negative lesson of the success of Nazi-ismespecially in the economic relations of the Nazi Myth.
And all the time imports and exports were juggled
to serve war aims. That was, and is, the sole reason
of the starvation and poverty of the German people.
While in 1929 Germany imported 16,837,000 tons
?f iron ore, in 1938 this amount was doubled. Scrap
iron rose from 12 7,ooo tons to 839,000 tons in l 938!
Lead, chromium, nickel were doubled, bauxite trebled.
Zinc was exported from Germany in 1929; in 1938
99,600 tons had to be imported. :Mineral oils
showed an increase of 60-300 per cent. Between
l 937 and l 938-taking the first ten months- the
import of wool rose by 35•2 per cent., that of cotton
by l l per cent., of timber 34· 3 per cent., of iron
ore lo· 3 per cent. No wonder that German people
had to go without butter and to eat sausages stuffed
with fish!
Even so, they had to admit their failure. Hitler's
own words are the best testimony to this tragic
collapse of an impossible economy. In 1938 he said
at the Nuremberg Party Congress :
. "On_the .whole, German national economy
1s orgaruzed in a way to be able to stand on its
own feet all the time, completely independent
of other countries. In this we have succeeded.
Our enemies ought to realize that a blockade

of Germany is a completely useless weapon."
And in 1939 he said to the Reichstag:
"Present circumstances make it impossible
for Germany to retire from world commerce.
They force us arbitrarily to take part in it in
all circumstances."
But logic has never disturbed the dictators. . . .
There are a great many eloquent witnesses to the
complete economic failure of the Nazi system and
Nazi methods. The distinguished Deutsche Bank
in its report last January explains in detail how difficulties germinate new obstacles and tension. "The
Four-Year Plan interfered deeply with normal economic life," states this German source, and shows that
alone in its relations with the United States German
imports rose from 282 to 45 5 million Reichsmarks
in 1938, while exports to the U.S.A. fell from 209
to l 57 million Reichsmarks.
A moderate but more convincing indictment
of the system comes from a letter written by a textile
manufacturer in Berlin and published in the German
weekly, Zukunft. He says, as a conclusion: "We
experts are in despair, we are also ashamed that we
must sell such rubbish. But the public notices but
slowly how it is deceived. Just as you can get used
to something good, you can be made to put up with
rubbish. We Germans are already masters in this
art and well prepared for the unavoidable starvation
of the next war."
But the final characterization of the Nazi myth
of economics is contained in the verbatim report of
a speech which Herr Brinkmann, State Secretary
and Vice-President of the Reichsbank, delivered at
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Cologne before a number of Nazi leaders. A few
days later Brinkmann resigned from the Reichs bank.
A more vivid and final indictment of Nazi economy
could not be produced; it deserves to be quoted in
all its main parts while its authenticity has been
vouched for by several people.
"The three mainstays of economy are working
power, capital and raw materials. These three elements represent the foundations and sources of all
economic progress. All three of them are completely
exhausted in Germany.
"In the great public works demanded by the Foury ear Plan an immense lack in working power has
evolved which cannot be covered by German
resources. The difficulties began with the demand
for s~i~led labour. We introduced the slogan of
re-tra1rung and expected our salvation from it.
Work~rs, aged 5o and 60, began to be trained for
other Jobs than held before; then apprentices were
organized, and finally all available workers in order
to finish the proposed tasks. The result was a much
lower quality of production, a much higher cost,
heavy differences and inequalities in the standard of
wages, which brought unbearable social tensionand in the end the flight: of country population to
the towns, which constituted a danger for the whole
of agricultural production. To-day they tell the
farm ~a~oure~s who leave th~ soil that they are
comrruttmg J:igh treason. This reproach is unjust.
They only did what we all would do in a similar
position; they employed the principles of the simplest
calculatio~ as learned in the elementary schools.
They reallzed the consequences of the fact that in

the country they had to stack hay till nine o'clock
in the evening, afterwards tending the cattle-all
for an hourly wage of 40 pfennigs; while in the city
they earn four times as much in an hour and are
free at 8 p.m. Thus we have been forced to
employ 300,000 foreign workers whom we have to
pay in foreign currency we have not got.
"Our smelting furnaces are working at the moment
at 96·4 per cent. of their total capacity which cannot
be kept up economically. The production of raw
steel reached 1 ·9 million tons per month during
1938. But we have used 3"4 million tons per month!
This could be only covered by imports and by the
700 million Reichsmarks which was the dowry of
our Austrian bride-and which we had squandered
completely. These 3·4 million tons represented the
ideal production as provided for in the Four-Year
Plan. We have to confess now that this production
cannot be reached by normal and bearable means.
The raw materials which we possess are of an inferior
quality, and if we continue production in the same
way as before would demand such a gigantic army
of workers that the rest of national economy would
be in direct danger. The path of imports is blocked.
We are at the end of our foreign currency reserves.
W'e have imported twice as much as we exported,
although according to the command of the Fuehrer
not a single mark should be granted for imports
unearned by exports. How can we pay for imports
in the future if we do not export the equivalent in
products but put the money into armaments or
waste it on the construction of Autobahne ? The
consequence of the exaggerated and too quick use
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of raw materials shows in production becoming
worse and more expensive. The industrial leaders
declared that they could deliver their products by the
date stipulated but it would mean a considerable
increase in costs. Others undertook contracts without
any consideration of the possibilities of delivery.
Such a system cannot produce satisfactory results.
It could not work; and the final result was prices
which had to be multiplied fourfold. The acceptance
of contracts the execution of which was unsecured
cannot be called an honest action and it must be
confessed that production costs have been raised
terribly through this deliberate and exaggerated
speeding up. We have been forced to spend on a
single gun a sum for which we could normally have
bought ten; and at the same time quality was inferior.
This is an irrefutably proved fact.
"The State has already commandeered the highest
possible percentage of the national income. The
load of the national debt has become so heavy that
no one can take the responsibility of its increase.
It is impossible to burden the future any more,
as the payment of interest and other liabilities has
already become impossible. The State Treasury is
empty. Saving is too slow to keep step with the
:financial demands. Let us say frankly: we must
believe that the mark of this morning will be worth
less to-morrow. More than six milliard marks are
still lacking for the present year of administration, even
taking the last extraordinary revenues in consideration.
Where should we find these six milliards ? There
are three ways. We could start the printing presses,
but that would mean inflation and the end. New

taxes? Several proposals have been made but
nothing could be expected from a new pressure of
taxes; their result would be the opposite of what
we wish. There is the third possibility: increase of
exports. Apart from the difficulties opening here,
a strengthening of exports would mean the giving
up of the Four-Year Plan; we would have to transfer
capital, workmen, etc., for this purpose. There is
only one possibility left: to save these six milliards.
Could not we build, for instance, gambling casinos,
costing only sixty thousand marks each? Is it
necessary to use expensive material for the construction of barracks just because there are no bricks
available for the moment and a few weeks' delay would
arise? What is the use of all these guns when we have
no ammunition for them; what can we do with all
the planes without petrol and oil? Must everything be speeded up in a way which makes the
:financial demands immense and upsets all regulations
of wages? What is the miner saying, who gets a
wage from which he can barely feed himself but is
unable to buy a shirt for seven marks, while other
workmen earn seven times as much? Is not the
army's first and main task to guard the life of civilian
population, and what is the use of it if its expenses
grow to such a height that the civil population starves?
Money is no consideration, they say; but money
always plays the most important part and we must
reach the point when we consider this view again."

*

*

*

Self-indicted and self-condemned~this is the result
of the Nazi myth of economy. And this is the main
hope of the democracies in this war against Hitler.

WOMEN'S "PARADISE"

CHAPTER IV
WOMEN'S "PARADISE"

Two days before the war began I received a letter
from Mrs. M. It was mailed in Switzerland and
therefore free from the severe censorship of the
Gestapo. "It is criminal," she wrote, "to think
that the German people want war. We women are
praying for peace, praying for our children. Klaus
is fourteen to-day. I am sure that he would be
involved in the next conflict and probably killed or
maimed. There are millions of mothers like me,
trembling for their children. How could we want
war?"
Mrs. M. is a brown-eyed, tall, graceful woman, a
typical German Hausfrau with two strapping boys,
of whom Klaus is the elder. She and her husband,
manager of a small shipping line, live in their own
house near Berlin-and although they have never
been Nazis, they approved at first, of the coming
of Hitler who, they thought, would raise Germany
from the despondency into which she had fallen.
They were rudely disillusioned. There crept into
their carefully composed letters a slight tone of
plaintiveness when they recalled the happy hikes
we had in the forests of Mark Brandenburg and the
long, lazy canoe trips over the innumerable little
42
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lakes. The past had become an anodyne for the
present-until the threat of war rudely shattered
their illusions.
The same thing, more or less, happened to all
German women. Before Nazi-ism came to power,
another myth was propounded by its leader. Dr.
Goebbels who, as we all know, is manliness personified, said : "A woman's place is in the home; she
is destined by Nature to bear children and to care
for her husband and her household." "Kinder,
Kuche und Kirche" (children, kitchen and church)
would become the trinity of the German woman's
life.
Alfred Rosenberg, the great "intellectual" of
the Third Reich, went even farther. "Woman's
influence on the State involves in itself the beginning of decay. Just as the .Jews e-yerywhere ~l~im
equality of rights, really meamng a privileged position
for themselves, so emancipated woman doesn't want
equality of rights but what,~s, in r_eality, a parasitical
life at the expense of man.
Which, of course, can
be eminently proved by lives like those o~ Madame
Curie, Amy Johnson, Madame Tabouis, Selma
Lagerlof and thousands of others.
The great Bonze himself, Herr Hitler, said at the
1934 Nuremberg Party Rally: "The world of man is
in the State and in struggle. The world of woman
is in her family, children and home." Which, again,
explains why Hitl~r's fa_vourite stage attraction. is
The .Merry Widow, in which a lady does everything
but care for family, children and home; and it is a
perfectly reasonable. motivation of Hi~ler's p~nchant
for American lovelies. He sends private airplanes
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and golden swastikas after they have proved that
they are only for home, children and family. Their
beautiful limbs, their step-dancing and their crooning
can only serve the three great and noble aims of
womankind as laid down by the Fuehrer!
When, however, it came to practical policy, all
these noble sentiments seemed to be forgotten.
The "natural function" of women became toiling in
factories and fields.
During the years 1933-3 5 almost all women were
discharged from their work. They could not .figure
on the register of unemployed; whatever brutal
methods were necessary, the unemployment figures
had to show a change for the better under the reign
of tbe Nazi Myth. And in the subsequent years
every principle was forgotten in the fever of warpreparation. Nazis did not care whether ·women
were needed at home or not-they had to take
men's jobs, replace those who were called up for
military service or for work in the factories and at the
fortifications.
The law of the labour service--one of the greatest
misuses of the Nazi system-forced women to do the
heaviest agricultural work. And at the same time,
whatever occupation they were prescribed to adopt,
they were more and more deprived of the safeguards
previously existing for their protection. Chivalrous
Goering, Ward Price's "white man," annulled on
January lSt, 1939, the decrees prohibiting children
and women from working at night. After all, a night's
sleep or rest is but a small sacrifice for the glorious
aims of Nazidom. Heavy industries were barred
to women, but the ban has been removed. The

present law which regulates working hours demands
of men and women to work in two shifts of twelve
hours each instead of three shifts of eight hours. There
are some places where women have to work eYen
longer.
.
All this has been only aggravated by war .. Chil~ren,
husband, home-they are secondary considerations.
The falling birth-rate does not matter. \Vomen
must contribute to the expansion of Greater Germany.
Long before the war the Koryunkturi'!stitut .in
Berlin figured out how a large reserve of mdustnal
workers could be rec;ruited by gathering by force or
regrouping all unmarried women in Germany over
twenty-five. In 1937 the peri~dical. So:~ial~ Praxis
said frankly: "At present the chief thmg m mdustry,
contrary to previous regulation, is to get many of
the men's jobs done by women in order to set .free
the men for other work." What superb, unconscious
irony in the two words "set free·~ ! Set free to kill,
to maim other men-and for this purpose women
must become slaves.
Women are often suddenly and brutally removed
from work or a profession which they like and ~o
successfully and pressed into some <;>'t her work m
which armaments and war preparations caused a
shortage of labour.
.
.
.
Nor is there any quest10n of this ternbl~ w~rk
being paid with adequate wages. The disparity
between male and female wages had increased by
at least fifteen per cent.
"Women must now work together," Dr.
Goebbels's pet paper, Der Angrijf, writes, "with the
men on group piecework. From woman's body
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''Afterwards I saw women," wrote Douglas Reed
in "Insanity Fair," "crowding around him in hundreds
trying to kiss his hand, touch his garment, weeping
from a surfeit of bliss at being in his presence."
What a "surfeit of bliss" these women must feel
now, when Hitler has led his country into a war of
wanton aggression and murdered his own people by
hundreds of thousands for an unattainable victory!
How happy the women workers in the district
of Solingen must be! In the Alexander Works
there are 8 5o women out of 2,000 employees, in the
"Twin Works Henckel" 400 out of l,ooo, at Raspe's
factory 500 out of 1,100. Naturally they must work,
for their menfolk have gone to "liberate the Germans
from Polish misrule." They have to do the heaviest
work; almost every day there are accidents and
collapses. They are paid 45 to 48 pfennigs an
hour-another cause for "surfeit of bliss." Women
up to 60 are employed, and ever new recruiting
campaigns are made to press them into this slavery.
In February, 1939, a new decree was issued
about unmarried women. All girls between 14 and
25 were under this barbaric law. A great many
penalties were fixed for any contravention. In the
past some girls had tried to free themselves from
this forced labour by making false contracts or
arrangements with relatives, friends, acquaintances.
Now this has been made impossible. An exception
is made only in the rarest cases. All individual
choice of job or career has been eliminated. The
labour exchanges distribute the girls--of which
400,000 are registered-in the households or on the
farms.
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In January, 1939, the protecti:V~ legislation in
forges, iron and steel works, providing for women
was abolished. Up till then they. could only l;>e
employed in these works for cleaning purp<?ses, m
the cloak-rooms or in the canteens. This new
law provided for their employment in any c~pacity.
Then there is the moral aspect of the Naz~ Myth
in connection with women. The propagation of
the race seems to be the most important mat~er.
Illegitimate children are encouraged, boys and girls
of the labour camps brought into dangerously close
contact, promiscuity is alm<?s.t expected. On the
other hand there is no prov1Slon for the expectant
mother; she can bear her child but expect no thanks
or advantages.
..
No other symbol of the German women's hutn1llation is needed. Misused, neglected, burdened,
bullied-what must they think of the man who
promised them a new and better life?
.
Not even the great stage-I:?anager~ of the Naz1
Myth dare to thin~ about th1s question, let alone
attempt to answer it.
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CHAPTER V
"THE BIGGER AND LOUDER A LIE

...,,

fr happened somewhere between Wuerzburg and
Regensburg, on a hot summer afternoon. We had
the first breakdown of our long motoring trip and
our car 'Yas. taken into a nearby garage, where we ·
had to wait till the necessary slight repair was finished.
A plump man with an open-necked shirt and
a creased brown suit drove into the garage yard
and stopped hfa rattling, dusty car. He had a short
conference, with the mechanic then strolled over
and curiously inspected our ca~. He was a cattle
buyer.
"Tell me," he asked suddenly, leaning closer
a~d talking in a confidential whisper, "have they
killed all the Jews in London yet?"
I stared.
"Oh, don't think we don't know all about it"
he continued, visibly hurt at my supposed reticende.
"Every Saturday the people in London go to the
East End and kill Jews, eh ?"
It took me some time to explain to him that the
~nglish week-end was given to more peaceful pastimes than the systematic murdering of people
livin;s in the East End. But although I wasted
cons1.derable energy and breath on the subject, he
remamed completely unconvinced. Then I began

so
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to press him as to the source of his information.
Well, the radio had said so and there was an article
in Der Stuermer. Mind you, this man was not at
all a rabid anti.Semite; the scurrilous statement
that the sons of Israel were sacrificed to the baser
instinct of the London mob did not give him any
satisfaction; yet he accepted it without question.
Propaganda must be a terrible force, I thought.
English newspapers seldom go to the Third Reich,
but even if they could be jntroduced at rare intervals,
few people read them. It was quite conceivable
that a clever propaganda bureau-and who was
cleverer than Joseph Paul Goebbels ?-could drill
a series of atrocious lies into the heads of gullible and
well-disciplined citizens. The German Reich was
organized with really Prussian thoroughness; the
system did not leave anything to chance. Inexorably,
day by day, the tenets of the crazy Nazi Myth were
doled out to the populace and at the same time it
was made to swallow a quota of misconceptions
about foreign nations.

*

*

*

"You may fool all the people some of the time,
you can even fool some of the people all the time,
but you can't fool all the people all the time," said
Abraham Lincoln.
But Adolf Hitler does not believe in this doctrine.
It was propounded, anyhow, by a man with a suspiciously un-Aryan name. He, on the contrary,
maintained that if you tell a lie often enough and
loud enough, it will become the truth--at least to
the people he wants to influence.
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And thus was born another aspect of the Nazi
Myth-propaganda.
British people do not realize what German propaganda really means. This has been shown clearly
within the first weeks of the present war. The
admirable Ministry of Information, with its excellent
head, was content to stick to the truth, for it considered
it mightier than any misstatement. The Minister
of Information was an eminent jurist whose life
task had been impartiality in the gravest issues.
But impartiality is a contradiction in terms if used
in propaganda. Goebbels and his satellites must
have whooped with joy when they saw German
war communiques prominently displayed in British
newspapers; and they must have smiled when they
read the leaflets dropped so diligently by the Royal
Air Force. For these leaflets, with admirable clarity
and restraint, tried to appeal to the reason of the
German people, forgetting that it had been long ago
befogged by a systematic campaign of calumny.
British propaganda is expressed in the form of a
leading article. German propaganda consists of
screaming headlines-never mind the story itself.
Sometimes-but not very often-German propaganda overreaches itself. It was a bad mistake to
announce a radio station as operating from Warsaw
during the first three weeks of the Polish campaign
-and then forget to provide a speaker who knew
good Polish. It was a mistake to hire a fake American
for the Berlin wireless who told in Bronx accents
about having had so much butter for breakfast that
he couldn't eat half of it. It was almost stupidity
to accuse the British Admiralty of sinking the Athenia
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-but then, it came as a surprise and the.re was little
time for preparation.
On the whole however, Nazi propaganda is a
much more formidable weapon than, ~or instance,
the Siegfried Line. It has a purely offensive character
and cares as much for trutli as a tiger for spinach.
It has been organized with an eye to de~ail and
with a system which is almost all-embractng.
A minor item in the propaganda programme was
to translate and publish "Mein Kall?'pf" in all t~e
major Indian vernaculars. Pro-Nazi p_rop~gandi~t
matter was supplied free both by agencies m India
and also direct from Germany. Every week a batch
of carefully prepared news-letters, articles of travel,
sport, scientific or general interest, with photographs,
and even stereos and matrices arrived. They were all
cleverly written; the most harmless article on a ne:v
scientific invention might easily somewhere contain
a boost for Nazi ideology. "An article on the
German flora," wrote an eminent Indian editor,
"which we received recently in our office, sought to
justify the annexation of Austria and t~e Sudetenland-by showing that the plants and arumals found
in these areas bear a close resemblance to those of
Germany proper! "
.
.
More direct propaganda was earned on by certain
papers in India which subsisted on Ge~man funds.
One of them, Spirit of the Time, was pu~hshed by t.he
German wife of the professor at the Ahgarh Muslim
University. The only advertisements it carried were
those of German firms, and its leaders were trying to
prove that Nazi ideals were close to the tenets of
Islam. The German community in India had a
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Leader, club-houses and an organ entitled Der Deutsche
in lndien.
A propaganda office was established in Denmark
by a solemn "order of the day" of the "country
leader," Jens Moeller, a veterinary surgeon. Rudolf
Stehr, who studied the methods of Goebbels in
Berlin, was put in charge of it. He started at once
to look out for martyrs, fellow-combatants whom
Nazi propaganda could allege to have been unjustly
persecuted and attacked. Alleged terrorist attacks
by Danes upon harmless Germans were used by
the German paper in South Jutland in the same,
time-honoured manner which the entire German
Press used in decrying the "atrocities" of the Czechs,
Austrians, Lithuanians and Poles against the Germans
living under their respective rules. Germans behaved
at the Danish political meetings as if they were being
held for the benefit of their propaganda. The socalled "leader-school" at Ploen sent agitators to
Denmark. All this failed to gain a single extra
seat for the Germans in the country, but proved
the formidable efficiency of their propaganda
machinery which could be sw1tched on at any moment,
in any place.
When the South-West African diamond industry
began to decline between 1929 and 1934, and a terrible
drought accompanied it, the Nazis took it up gleefully as a means of propaganda. Their leaflets
promised that the mines should be opened again
and a new wave of prosperity would follow if Germany
were to rule the country once more, and that it
was the Jews who had brought about the diamond
slump. Honorary consuls or consular agents for

Germany were appointed i? every v_illage of the
interior of South-West Afnca--even if there were
only five or six white people living with perhaps
two hundred blacks. German propaganda, which
was intended to gain a hold on half the dark continent, was trying to split the British-Boer collaboration. "South Africans are told," wrote Edmond
Demaitre in the Petit Parisien, "that there is only
one problem in the world-that of race-and that the
only country able to solve it is Hitler's Reich!"
German propagandists took advantage of the ~truggle
between whites and blacks. When the Nazi movement was defeated in South- \Y/est Africa, they
organized Brownshirts and distributed swastika flags
by the thousand. They scientifically fostered racial
hatred and presented th_e Reich as ~he_ only P~,ssible
saviour. They found lt easy to mcite the poor
whites" to hatred not only of negroes but of the
more prosperous J e'Ys as well-~n a word, they
tried everything to pnse South Africa away from the
British Empire. There again ~here h_ave been Fuehrers
-like Malan, a pastor, Loms Weichardt, a former
hairdresser, and Dr. Albert Hertzog, son of General
Hertzog, who created an organization for spreading
the Afrikaans language.
It was in New Guinea, however, that even Dr.
Goebbels failed. In spite of books, leaflets, newspapers, a whole deluge of printed matter, not eve~
the Germans in New Guinea know what the Nazi
Myth means. In 1927 gold was discovered in the
valley of the Bulolo ~ver-and gold was solT!ething which the most assiduous German propagandist
could not beat.
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. An old native summed up the reasons for their
failure:
'"You asking me how German master was.
German master he too strong for me,' " the old man
told ~dmond D~m~it~e; '~'he all ~imes fighting against
bac.ksi~e of me.
Fightmg agamst backside' means
whippmg and my old chief assured me that 'Me love
Engl.ish mas~er who too much shouting but never
fightmg agamst backside of native."'
Which has certainly never occurred to the Nazi
propaganda chiefs.

*

*

*

It is par~ of J?ropagand~ to make it a punishable
offence to hsten-m to foreign radio stations-which
~he Nazis promptly did as soon as war began. It •
1s ~he same ~o~ of counter-propaganda to ban all
radio sets within the Reich, confiscate them and
~llow only the small "people's sets" which can tune
m only to local stations. For might not it be
dangeroi:s to let the terrorized and dazed men and
women listen to the "other man's view":>
. It is propaga1:1da to publish a loo~e-leaf atlas
w~th coupons which entitle one to free new maps
ot greater Germany when the boundaries are altered
-e'Ve~ if t~s is nothing but wishful thinking.
It is a little clumsy, but still within the framework of propaganda, when the Vii/kische.,- Beobachter
publishes four inch-high he~dlines: "U.S.A. journalists a~cus~ R~osevelt ~f bemg accessory to political
assassination.
Referring to two "well-known
Amer!can journalists, Pearson and Allen" the President is charged with planning ti'.le death of Senator

H~ey
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P. Long, of Louisiana. "The background of
this murder has never been elucidated," the Nazi
daily declared airily.
Of course it was a little unpleasant to discover
that all this was not quite the truth. Long's murder
was completely cleared up; and as for Messrs. Pearson
~nd Allen, they are really well-known American
Journalists, but enthusiastic followers of Roosevelt
who. never accused hir:i of anything. They wr?te
a satire about the snobbishness of Washington durmg
the presidential term of Herbert Hoover and a few
of the passages of this book served the Vii/kischer
Beobachter to distort the truth and build up a mass
of lies. But a lie, if it is loud enough and big
enough.
It was propaganda when Herr Goebbels resented
the immense success of Commander King-Hall's
leaflets which were smuggled so skilfully into the
country of the Nazi Myth. Propaganda could be
th~ only clumsy answer to !he stinging truths contamed m the leaflets. But it seemed to pojnt to a
sad decline in Herr Goebbels's talents that he could
find nothing better than to imitate the English
publicist. That was why certain prominent Nazis
called him contemptuously "the man who has no
more ideas."
The Propaganda Minister of the Reich deluged
France with pamphlets. They were written in
execrable French-but, after all, the Herr Doktor
could not be expected to hire Andre Maurois for the
task. These letters and pamphlets referred in the
first place to Danzig. In different variations they
presented the Pan-German idea-which every French-
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men ~new ;vell enough-to their free press and which
certainly did .not awake any sympathy in them.
The technical part was also clumsily managed.
Many thousands of the pamphlets and letters were
con~scated before they reached the selected addresses.
In innumerable other cases the recipients took the
opportunity of ridiculing the ill-fated attempt in
the press.
Goebbels had the letters mailed in Holland and
Switzerland. But here he was caught again-the
letters and printed material were accepted but not
transmitted.
Ridicule is fatal. And in this case the arch·
master of propaganda became highly ridiculous,
which bodes ill for his future.

CHAPTER VI
SOCIAL JUSTICE-NAZI VERSION

first political party which Adolf Hitler joined
as Member Number Seven was called the "German
-W:orkers' Party." Its leaders were artisans, lower
middle-class people of modest means. Of course
it was soon renamed-but it was the
workers , the
.
proletariat which Hitler wanted to lead against the
Jewish capitalists. Naturally he forgot all about
these lofty aims when he needed money and was
able to do so only by giving up his socialistic programme to get support from the wary capitalists.
The Nazi Myth demanded the cessation of all
class struggle-and at the same time all workers'
organizations had to cease. On the 2nd of May,
19 33, the "action committee for the defence of German
labour" occupied the buildings of the trade unions
and confiscated the funds of the workers. The
next day the Christian Socialist and other trade
unions joined "voluntarily" the organization of the
new "German Labour Front" which, according to
the official definition, had been formed "to direct in
politics, ideology and trade questions every creative
German Volksgenosse." It is evident from this
phraseology that the Nazi Myth tried to avoid the
worker's feeling as a proletarian or a simple "labourer"
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-he must be called a "creative comrade," a member
of a national community.
On January 20th, I 934, the national labour law
was promulgated, realizing consequently the Nazi
Myth in every field of labour questions. The law
declared that every workshop, factory, and enterprise
was a part of German economy; it is an obvious
consequence that every worker and employer is
responsible to the whole nation for the faultless execution of the appointed task. If this is an evident truth,
opposing social interests-as, for instance, those of
the employer and the employee-cannot exist even
within a factory. The German law of social policy
avoided the "liberal-capitalistic and socialistic spirit
of any past codex" and triumphantly brought in the
Nazi Myth, even into the most practical questions. They
revived the "ancient German law." They claimed
that Tacitus and all those questionable and probably
non-Aryan ancient writers who had belittled German
tribal customs, were naturally wrong. "German
national spirit" must be brought to expression even
in the organization of labour. There is no employer
or employee in German factories, but a "Fuehrer"
and "Gefolgschaft" working side by side in the
service of national unity and the German community.
The "Fuehrer" is naturally the manufacturer; the
"Gefolgschaft" are the workers . . If the "Fuehrer"
behaves . in a way which the "Gefolgschaft" feels
detrimental to its creative dignity as "Volksgcnossen,"
the law prescribes a "court of honour of labour."
This can in certain cases deprive the unworthy
"Fuehrer" of his position; in such an eventuality
he can still dispose of the factory, but he must

designate. a depu~y as ~'Fuehrer.". Wage disputes
and questions of mcreasmg the penod of work cannot be taken to this "court of hono;ir," be.cause
such paltry ma~ters are ui:worthy of its consideration. The national consciousness of the worker
and the dignity of work a:-e more important than
living wages. The wage disputes are settled. by the
"Fuehrer" with the committee of "trustees" designated
by the central organization of the German Labour
Front. In the beginning this was elected by t~e
workers by voting with "yes" or "no" over. the list
drawn up by the Labour Front. But as it ofte?
happened that the workers,. stlll unaware of t.heir
national dignity, voted negatively, the l~w pro~ided
an official labour delegate, the so-called Treuhander
der Arbeit" (Guardian of Labour) to create a trustee
body of the labours. A "Treuh~der" cai: n~turally
be only a real, well-tried National Socialist. If
the "Fuehrer" and the trustees cannot agree, . the
"Treuhander" settles the problem. O~ such occasions
he explains to the workers that the mterests of the
community demand lower wag:s and. longer hours.
The Labour Front itself deals chiefly with the cultural
and health problems of the workers. The muchboosted organization of the "Strength Through J~y"
(Kraft durch Freude) provides the cultural requirements of the workers-and. takes ~ood care. t~at even
their holidays are spent in natio~al sociahs~ . surroundings. A German workman, if he was dihget?-t
and of course trustworthy, could even spend ~ls
vacation on a cruise. In the "liberal-de~o~ratic
capitalistic" countries only a few thou.sand ~nv1le&ed
people could achieve this, but the Third Reich ofters
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it .t'? a few thousand workers. "Prejudiced" liberal
critics usually say that under the democratic order
the same number of skilled and well-paid workmen
co_uld afford th~ s~me luxury of a trip abroad; but
this, of course, is difficult to prove because, as there is
no "Labour Front" in these accursed democratic
countries, the workers travel as individuals and are
so much more difficult to get on the same photograph.
Social justice is no part of the Nazi Myth. A false
front is deemed to be enough to cover up the unspeakable misery of the worker.

*

*

*

And what is the reality behind the highfalutin
talk of "national dignity" and "the mission of
labour"?
. In. Ausust, 1939, the representatives of river
shipping m Germany complained bitterly because
th~ir employees refused to work for low wages.
Different scales of payment were used on different
canal systems and this naturally caused a general
rush towards the territories where pay was better.
The other companies had the greatest difficulties in
finding men to work their boats. A great many
canalmen escaped to take factory jobs.
Already in April, 1939, German law courts passed
severe sentences on workers and employees who
chan~e~ their place of employment without the
perrmss10n of the Labour Office. This was in the
spirit of Field-Marshal Goering's decree on "Arbeiteinsatz."
There were certain categories exempt
from this decree-but the courts sentenced even the
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workers and employees belonging to these. In
Weimar a maid who left her place without waiting
for her notice to expire was sentenced to two months
in prison. A young girl working on a farm in
Silesia was arrested by the Gestapo because she had
given notice-although she had not received her
agreed wages for three months and had been fed
only with promises. She found a new place where
she was paid according to the wage-scale; but the
police took her away and, after several days in prison,
she was deported to an estate in Pomerania where
she had to do the heaviest work for twelve to fourteen hours daily. This, of course, was perfectly
in accordance with the "dignity of the German
worker."
The only exception in the country of the Nazi
Myth was given to the workers employed on the
fortifications in the East and West of Germany .
The high pressure under which this work had to be
done had many unpleasant consequences for the
Nazi authorities. The lack of skilled labourers,
the decrease of output through the overlong hours,
the bad food-all the drawbacks of a militarized
working pace depressed the general morale of the
fortification workers. And even the most brutal
terror was unable to prevent the workers from
demanding their rights. And in the last few weeks
before the war the Nazis were forced to yield and
grant certain concessions. The workers were provided with two complete meals daily at the site of
their work instead of the plate of soup as before.
The price of these meals was considerably reduced.
The workers also forced them to concede a period
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of leave every two or three weeks to visit their
homes. For the first time they succeeded in getting
permission for their wives to visit them. Cheap
railway-tickets were demanded, and the food and
billeting of these women was paid for by the State.
Kitchen and canteen committees were elected. All
these small achievements, which might seem ridiculous
in the eyes of the British workmen, prove how
unbearable must have been the situation in the past.
And naturally all these concessions were only granted
to the skilled workers of the fortifications.
The majority of the other workers lacked the
elemental safeguards and necessities of life. The
miners of Upper Silesia were especially indignant
over the "labour policy" of the Nazis. Their passive
resistance became so strong that the local party
authorities had to hold regular meetings to combat
it. At these meetings the workers were reproached
that the fall in output was not due to an overstraining
of working power but to conscious passive resistance
and sabotage. The miners were threatened with
the "sharpest measures." Yet they did not seem
to be intimidated. These meetings were interrupted
by shouts: "You cannot work with an empty
stomach!" "Give us a decent wage and sufficient
food!" The Nazis gnashed their teeth; they could
not arrest or execute whole mining villages; they
needed every man to keep up the mad rate of coal
production. The .Gestapo, ho.wever, m~de. a ~ew
arrests in the Hedwig Wunsch Mine, as the indignation
of the miners became Violent there. But the whole
mining district of Upper Silesia is still a sleeping
volcano which can erupt at any moment.

And they might well prove Hitler's sentences in
"Mein Kampf":
"Give a coward ten pistols, and when attacked .he
will fail to £re a single shot. He can do less with
them than a man of spirit with a mere blac~thorn."
The miners of Upper Silesia have considerably
more than a "mere blackthorn."

*

*

*

It is a strange fact that Germany has forgotten
what unemployment meant. Instead, the Nazi Myth
is disturbed by the lack in man-power, essential
materials and foodstuffs. The lack in labour, which
is equally evident in town and country, is partly the
consequence of the remarkable slowing up of the
working pace through the workers the~selv~s. ~ot
even the fortification workers at the Siegfried Line
hide their critical attitude towards the Nazi rulers,
although their wages are considerably higher than
those of anv other labourers. They protested chiefly
against the. sudden and brutal way in which they
were parted from their families and home~ without
any previous consultation-in order ro be sent, for
an indefinite period, to another corner of the country
where workers were needed for military purposes.
At the same time the miners of the Ruhr, the Saar
and the Wurm districts also organized different
forms of passive resistance. Their general slogan
was that they would not work 1?ore durin~ .the
enforced nine-hour day than during the original
eight hours. The solidarity of the min~rs was
remarkable. Engines stopped suddenly, repairs t??k
twice as much time as usual, but the authorities
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could never £nd any person responsible. Many of
them planned-and still plan-strikes. The dock
workers prepared a programme of campaign which
said: "Let us fight together for our just claims!
We toil enough for eight hours, let us work for
peace!" And the Gestapo was unable to discover
the author of the pamphlet which was distributed
at the same time at all German docks.
"For Herr Hitler there is no such maxim as
that you should not kick a man when he is down.
Rather he would inquire what else you got him down
for," writes R. C. K. Ensor in his "Mein Kampf."
This mu.st certainly be the principle of the head of
the Nazi Myth as proved by three different items
from the Third Reich. The first comes from Silesia.
Here, in the district of Goerlitz-Liegnitz, all invalids
-up to the age of seventy-five-have received instructions to undergo an examination by a "Party doctor."
Almost 75 per cent. have been found capable of work.
~ they worked earlier in industry, they were given
mto the hands of the corresponding authorities and
had to ~eport. If anyone failed to do so, he lost
any pension or support he had from the State. In
the "Wumag" factory at Goerlitz these invalids receive
45 pfennigs per hour. And when a few of them
complained about the low level of the wages, one
of the managers said: "My friends, you are old and
you haven't understood yet what it means to work
in the Third Reich. The times for wage demands
are past. If any of you do not obey you will soon
£nd yourselves in the hands of the Gestapo."
At the same time the German Home Secretary
gave general permission to employ workmen over

sixty-five if necessary. For the time being only
people under 68 are taken in consideration. Workers
and clerks alike can be forced to continue their
toil.
The third item came from Thuringia. The
Minister of Economy in that part of Germany fined
a building firm five thousand marks because it paid
better wages than the legal scale and took these wages
for the basis of a calculation. It is more than ironical
that as a specially aggravating circumstance it was
mentioned that great consternation at this "unparalleled waste of money" was caused throughout
the whole district. . . .
If ever there was slavery in our modern work,
that word expresses the fate of the German workers.
They have to toil for the mad aims of the Nazi Myth.
Joseph Buerckel, District Leader in Austria, coined
a phrase which ought to be immortalized as the
essence of this philosophy. The Gauleiter of the
"Ostmark," a brutal and shrewd peasant, said: "The
angel of German peace holds the olive branch in the
left hand so as to have her right hand free to fire
when she is attacked."
The same angel takes good care that the great
mass of the German people should live in misery so
that she is "free to fire," when she wants to attack
someone. . . .
In the meanwhile in the coal district of Waldenburg
partial strikes were organized. The strikes were
directed against four Sudeten Germans who had been
imported as stool-pigeons and unmasked through
the miners. These "German brothers" had achieved
a number of arrests through slanderous lies. When
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the management refused to dismiss them work was
partially stopped. Although the Gestap; was called
in, the workers would not yield and in the end
succeeded in getting rid of the spies. The Gestapo
could have arrested and executed a great many of
them-but they had to go softly on account of the
shortage of labour.
No wonder that the health statistics of the Third
Rei_ch are appalling. Austria excluded, there was
an increase of over 70,000 cases of diphtheria between
1933 and 1938. Deaths also rose to twice the 1933
figures, mortality being eleven times higher than in
Switzerland, Sweden and Holland. l 14,243 cases
?f scarlet fever were reported in 1938 against 79,880
in 1933· Dysentery cases were trebled between
1933 and 1937· Poor food, overwork and long
hours exacted a cruel toll, chiefly among the workers.
In the Rhineland many factories, especially
those of building material, introduced twelve-hour
shifts. Work had to be done at a maddening speed
and food grew scarcer and scarcer. \Vorkers became
i1?-~ignant ~nd e~cited.
They held meetings, openly
a:ring their grievances. They declared that the
t1t!1e had come when they would prefer to be in
prison than to be driven like this.
But the Nazi Myth raves on. It meanders vainly
through a maze of such cold-blooded inhuman
expressions as the following passage from the "Archiv
der Gesellschaft fuer Rassenbiologie, Berlin":
"It is the crowded quarters which will suffer
the ~ost from bombing. Those quarters, however,
are mhabited by those who have not succeeded in
life-the refuse of the community which ' in fact ,

would be well rid of them. Besides, the explosion
of the bombs will inevitably cause many cases of
madness. The person whose nervous system is
deficient will not be able to survive the shock. In
this way, bombing will help us to discover the
neurasthenics in our community and to remove
them from social life." Naturally the protagonists
of the Nazi Myth would be well cared for by shelters!
If for no other reason, this passage alone suffices to
indict the "mad dogs of Europe."
But all the time the organized opposition of the
German worker goes on, even if denied by the masters
of propaganda, even if a new martyr is born every hour
of the day. "Illegal" trade unions, sturdy miners,
harassed railwaymen, taciturn sailors - they are all
fed up with the Nazi Myth.
The release of the labour movement from the
cast-iron doctrine of Marxism has given it its first
chance to turn into a resolute movement for outand-out revolution. This new revolutionary movement has dispensed with doctrine, to gain what the
old movement never possessed-revolutionary tactics.
And, sooner or later, these tactics must shatter
the Nazi Myth.
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CHAPTER VII
ARYANS AND SCAPEGOATS

"THERE'S no ill wind . . . . " Even war has its
compensations. All over the world even the most
charitable people could not repress a little malicious
glee when they ~ead that Julius Streicher, Gauleiter
of Franken, chief Jew-baiter and editor of Der
Stuermer, had bee~ arrested at ~he orders of Goering
and would be tried by a special court. Even Nazi
Germany . was s~ck with the. i:gly, stocky madman
w:hose pr~vate life was a striking refutation of the
high sentiments he mouthed in public.
When I read the news, I remembered that hot
August day in 1937 which gave me the doubtful
~leasure ?f meeting Herr Streicher for the first
time .. With a few other journalists I had accompanied
a contingent of boy scouts travelling from the World
Jamboree in Holland, back to Budapest. A short
halt was made in Nuremberg and the four hundred
boys paraded for the Herr Gauleiter's benefit.
We w~re standing in t~e background, watching the
strange little man walking down the smart line.
Sudd~nly h~ s.topped. His thick forefinger stabbed
the air, pointing at a bespectacled, tall, fair-haired
and blue-eyed boy.
"You see, gent1emen, " he raspe d, turrung
· to his
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retinue of S.S. men and officials, "this is a new
proof how the Aryan races are related. A Hungarian boy-and yet he could be a German, a pure
Aryan. Fair, blue-eyed, tall, with every sign of a
well-developed race. I am glad, I am very glad
indeed to find such a signal proof for my theories
which I have had accepted with so great difficulty."
There was a slight, a very slight titter in our
group. The leader of the Hungarian contingent
stood stiffly at attention, a frozen smile on his
face.
For he knew, just as we all knew, that the boy was
not an "Aryan." On the contrary. He was the
son of a Budapest rabbi, an excellent and intelligent
youth who happened to be fair-haired and blueeyed. But nobody could tell this to Julius Streicher;
it would have meant a terrible scandal. My only
hope at that time was that sooner or later he wottld
be told.

*

*

*

The main-perhaps the only definite-tenet of
Hitler's programme was the Myth of Aryanism and
the unbounded hate of Jews. This is not the place
to attempt to give even a thumbnail sketch of the
maze of contradictions, sophisms and undigested
half-truths which went towards the making of this
Nazi Myth. As soon as the Nazis came to power,
the totalitarian machinery of their State was set in
motion to destroy the six hundred thousand Jews
living in a country of sixty-five millions. These six
hundred thousand were depicted as the chief despoilers
of the German people and the danger of the whole
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world. Anti-Semitism became a system, was turned
into a religion and ordained a Weltanschauung. A
very great Socialist scientist, Anton Menger, once
said that anti-Semitism was the Socialism of the
stupid. And Menger was not a radical but a university professor in imperial Vienna. Circumstances
have probably changed since his times, because the
Nazi movement made anti-Semitism the centre of
its agitation. The democracies believed for a long
time that fighting and noisy anti-Semitism was only
a passing phenomenon which would vanish in a
year or so and yield to lawful severity-for of course
nobody thought that Nazis would be especially
lenient to Jews. But then-this was the Nazi Myth
-it turned out that the "world power of Jewry"
could not be broken even by the dynamic strength
of the Nazis. According to Herr Goebbels and his
satellites, after Germany has worked for six years
to make them impossible, they simply bought President
Roosevelt for their aims. Anti-Semitism meant during
these six years plenty of opportunity for law-making,
administration and government tasks, the work of
the Party and agitation activity. The campaign
against the Jews is known in every detail to the
public of the world. The aims and methods of this
campaign had their effect in the public life of many
other countries and in several cases they forced
governments, worried about the Jewish problem,
to find solutions which were at least questionable
from the point of view of human kindness or even
common Christianity.
Racial mysticism, which is to-day the official theoretical foundation of the Nazi State, is contrary to the
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views of the Roman Catholic Church. It is also
contrary to common sense and scie~ce, but .th~se
mean less as political powers. Nationa~ So~1alists
see the crowning achievement of creation in the
Aryan race. Alas, there is nobody in the world v:ho
could say what the Aryan .race ~s. . This techfl:lcal
term is only philological in scientifa.c conception,
and a great philologist, Max Muller, said de~ades ago,
when the idea, or rather slogan, of Aryarusm. began
to spread, that the Aryan r~;e w~s th~ same impossibility as a "long-headed conjugation of ve~bs.
But as the swiftness of a Weltanschauung' s spreading
is in opposite ratio to its scientifically controllable
content, people are proud to be Aryans when they
mean that they are not Jews. M~dness and complete scientific chaos form only a single symptom of
the Nazi Myth. . . .
...
Let us quote an eminent, world-famous politician:
"It is amusing to find that not one of tho~e who
have proclaimed the 'nobility'_ of the Nordic race
was himself a German. Gobineau was a Frenchman; Houston Chamberlain an Englishman; Wolfman
a Jew· and Lapouo-e another Frenchman. . . .
"S~ch a doctrige will never find a place in Italy.
Anti-Semitism does not exist here. Italia:i~ of
Jewish birth have proved themselves good cmzens
and fought bravely in the War. Many of them
occupy high posts in the unive;:ities, army and
banks. Several are generals . . . .
It might be rather surprising to know. that .the
speaker was M~ssolini-.in ~he course of a~ ~nterv1ew
given to Emll Ludwig m 1932. Op1ruons and
dictators change, however. . . .
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And, to quote a more competent celebrity, Julian
Huxley writes in '"Race' in Europe":
"Our German neighbours have ascribed to themselves a Teutoni.c type that is fair, long-headed, tall,
slender, unemotional, brave, straightforward, gentle
an~ virile. Let us make a composite picture of the
typical Teuton from the most prominent of the
exponents of this view. Let him be physically as
blond and mentally as unemotional as Hitler, physically as long-headed and mentally as direct as Rosenberg, as tall an.cl truthful as Goebbels, as slender and
gentle as Goering, and as manly and straightforward
as Streicher. How much would he resemble the
German ideal ? "
How much indeed?
A wh?le library has ?een written about the question
of Aryarusm; several miles could be paved with books
written by anti- and philo-Semites. Here and there
the voice of reason is raised, but it is lost in the roar
of untruths and shameless slanders which the Nazi
Myth considers as a vital means of its propagation.
"The German persecution of the Jews, however,
seems to have no parallel in history. The tyrants
of old never went so mad as Hitler seems to have
gon.e," ~rite~ Ma.hatma. ~andhi in Headwqy. "And
he is ?omg 1t with .r~hgious zeal. . For he is propounding a new religion of exclusive and militant
nationalism in the name of which any inhumanity
becomes an act of humanity to be rewarded here
and ~hereafter. If there ever could be a justifiable
war m the name of and for humanity, a war against
Germany to prevent the wanton persecution of a
whole race, would be completely justified. . . ."

The gentle Mahatma certainly found hard words
to condemn the folly of the Nazi Myth of Aryanism
and anti-Semitism. On the other hand, he exhorted
the German Jews to remain calm, to offer no resistance
and to endure "the godless fury of dehumanized
Man" in the hope that the day of delivery would
come. This, of course, is rather a hard thing to
demand-but we all hope that the "completely
justified" war will make an end to Nazi brutality and
fury.
It is, however, not only with the Jews that Hitler's
foolish theory of the Aryan race deals. According
to the Nazi dictator, the people of the world are
divided into superior and inferior races. At the
head of the list stands the Nordic ~ryan, the blond,
blue-eyed giant who is supposed to be the typical
German-and whom the Nazi leaders, according to
Julian Huxley, resemble so little. A true Nordic
is supposed to be "uncommonly gifted mentally"
and is "outstanding for truthfulness and energy."
Less gifted races are, according to the Nazi list, the
Phalic, the Western, the Dinaric, the Eastern and the
East Baltic. A little below these are the Mediterranean or Latin types, and after them the inferior
races: the Negroes, the Jews, the yellow races and
so on. These last-named races, the Nazi Myth
says, are not much better than the ape in physical
and spiritual characteristics. They are certainly not
disturbed by the fact that the whole racial theory
has been exploded time and again by the foremost
anthropologists.
Nor do they keep strictly to their lofty principles
if it is the question of making money-especially
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foreign money. A striking example was offered
when the Nazis announced that the Oberammergau
Passion Play would be performed in 1940. Streicher
and Goebbels might rant and rave at the "decadent
symbol" of the Cross, yet the Nazis were officially
sponsoring the Passion Play. Naturally they hoped
to get foreign visitors to the world-famous play and
were willing to forget their objections to the "Jewish
Christ" in the hope of gathering in a comfortable
sum for foreign purchases of armaments. The war
probably foiled this neat plan which showed the
utter unscrupulousness of the Nazi rulers.
"Si non e vero," if not true, at least well told is
the story which an Englishman brought from Central
Europe and which is reputed to be of Italian origin.
It is of a Jew who, in the old days, was one of Hitler's
friends. This is not as astonishing as it might
sound, for Hitler, during his dark years in Vienna,
mixed with all sorts of people and was glad to accept
a plateful of warm soup without enquiring from whom
it came.
When the persecution of the Jews began in Germany, the story says, this man went to Hitler and
for old time's sake, begged for 5o,ooo marks to start
life afresh in a new country; and was given the
money. He established himself in Vienna; when
Germany absorbed Austria he had recourse again
to Hitler, and again, though with greater difficulty,
obtained 50,000 marks to make another fresh start.
"Thus it happened," Autolycus writes in The
Sunday Times, "that he was in Prague when the
Germans marched in, and this time he had to recall
the distant past in most eloquent terms to win a

third payment from the reluctant Fuehrer. 'Third
-and last,' said Hitler, angrily. 'This must not
happen again. Don't let me catch you in Trieste.'"
It must be a forlorn hope to expect that the hero
of this legendary story did not move to Warsaw. . . .

*

*

*

Hermann Rauschning, in his excellent book,
explains clearly why Britain is disliked by Germany
-or at least by the Nazis. This, according to Herr
Rauschning, is derived directly from the ideas of
anti-Semitism. "The Englishman, in his Puritanism,
saturated with the spirit of the Old Testament, has
become the chief representative of the capitalism
which, in the eyes of National Socialists, is the principal Jewish achievement. Thus the British Empire
is a Jewish Empire, an empire in which the typically
Jewish way of thinking, guidance by economic
considerations, the spirit of profit-making, dominates . . . . "
It is a pet slogan of the Nazi Myth that England
is to blame for the "dominance of the Jewish spirit
in Europe."
In the same way all the democratic countries are
accused of the same thing and it is a favourite pastime
of the Nazi leaders to advise other governments
how to conduct their affairs-especially with regard
to their Jewish population.
On the whole the treatment of the Jews in Germany was a manreuvre of political cunning. Their
persecution served five ob· ectives: breaking the power
over Germany of the "international capitalists,"
raising large sums of money (by robbing the Jews);
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obtaining control of important posts with which
Nazis could be rewarded; providing a scapegoat for
the energies of the lusty young S.A. and S.S. men
and at the same time an excuse for any failures in the
programme.
Money seems to be the chief consideration-for
Nazi Germany was and still is in desperate need of
gold. Hitler's satellites have developed a masterly
technique in robbing the Jews-especially those who
want to leave the hell of Germany. Here are some
examples of the cruel plunder:
Marks
I. GREAT CAPITALIST:
l 50,000
Bank-account
280,000
Mortgages
.
.
.
.
1,500,000
Own firm with ground and stocks
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And out of this considerable fortune slightly more
than 6,ooo marks can be taken out of the country!
The position is still worse with the middle-sized
fortunes-a man who has 200,000 marks could take
out 780 !-which is less than l per cent.! And a
small capitalist, possessing about 60,000 marks had
about 1,700 left-hardly 3 per cent. of the whole!
No wonder that Jews--especially rich oneswere urged and encouraged to leave Germany! It
would have been so much more uncomfortable to
r'?b them in the country where their yelping might •
disturb the peace of the Nazi overlords and where,
beggared, they would have to be fed somehow. Let
them g~ abroad with a few pfennigs and try to create
a new life. They would perish, anyhow--or if not,
they would be a burden on foreign governments.

*

Out of all this the different subtractions
make
1,923,687
Which leaves for the refugee
6, 3l 3
This seems almost incredible, but here are the details:
Marks
526,250
I. 2 5% "refugee fine"
210, 500
2. 10% tax
.
.
.
.
30,000
3. Tax on all purchases made since l 9 3 3
4. Refugee tax .
.
.
.
3 50,937
56,000
5. Loss of 20% in selling mortgages
750,000
6. Loss on selling firm (50%)
.
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The Roman Emperors persecuted the Christians.
But if someone forsook the faith of Jesus and returned
to the old gods, he was safe. There was much
injustice done to Catholics and Protestants in the
course of history.
But these had been different. If someone had
not the strength to endure suffering, he or she could
always renounce the faith and find safety. Very
few people were tortured or killed just because of
t~~ chance of their_ birth. Few people lost their
living because their great-grandfather fancied a
Jewish wench.
This ~s the speciality of the Nazi Myth, the monster
of our times.
And it wm make its leaders for ever infamous.

.~

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION

You can only conquer something-whether it be a
fear, an enemy or your own thoughts-if you know it.
This short book has tried to elucidate the various
aspects of the Nazi Myth-the most dangerous and
powerful fallacy of our times.
Perhaps it has shown what Britain and France
are fighting against.
This fight is the struggle of whole Mankind.
All over the world friends of freedom, believers in
culture, supporters of human progress are watching
with bated breath.
The end cannot be doubtful. There are too many
vulnerable points, too many loopholes in the Myth
and its nation to stand the steady battering of the
well-equipped democracies.
No red or white terror, no campaign of lies can
change the fundamental truths.
Hitler and his followers are fighting against
overwhelming odds. This explains their bluster
and their threats. They know that they will fai!.
And then the Nazi Myth will be exploded.
Let us all hope that this happens soon.
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